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for installation, refer to the documentation on the visual studio community and community with
extensions page. if you are upgrading from an older version of visual studio, you may need to install
the visual studio redistributable and the visual studio 2015 feature pack. for more information, see

upgrading visual studio. if you are upgrading from an older version of visual studio, you may need to
install the visual studio redistributable and the visual studio 2015 feature pack. for more information,
see upgrading visual studio. to learn more about the new capabilities in the visual studio community
and community with extensions preview, read the blog post new features in visual studio community
and community with extensions. note that the blog post does not reflect the exact details of the final

visual studio community and community with extensions release. these new capabilities will be
delivered to you in visual studio (and other tools) through the windows insider program. we continue
to invest in visual studio to provide capabilities that enable your development needs, your team, and

those of your organization. as such, we have added new extensions to the visual studio gallery to
enable you to create your own extensions. as a reminder, these extensions will be delivered to you
through the windows insider program. we will add them to the visual studio gallery after they are

complete and tested by our quality assurance team. we continue to invest in visual studio to provide
capabilities that enable your development needs, your team, and those of your organization. version

17.4 will be the third long term servicing channel (ltsc) for visual studio 2022. servicing channels
provide large organizations with increased flexibility over when they choose to adopt new features

released with minor version updates to visual studio editions. the 17.2 ltsc release will be supported
until january 9, 2024.
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the new tools are available for download now. to get started, you can download the visual studio
tools for windows desktop (vs windows desktop tools) from the visual studio tools menu. the tools

are available for both 32-bit and 64-bit computers. for more information about the new visual studio
tools, see the visual studio tools for windows desktop documentation. you can also find the latest
visual studio community, enterprise, and ultimate editions, tools, and apps by visiting the visual

studio marketplace. we have created a visual studio wiki that contains various resources to help you
get the most out of visual studio and all of its capabilities. before downloading the final release of
visual studio community and community with extensions (including visual assist), we recommend

that you install the preview version. this will help you better identify bugs, test new functionality, and
provide feedback. if you plan to download the latest release, make sure that you have downloaded

the latest release of the microsoft visual studio redistributable for visual studio community or
community with extensions in order to install this update. you can do this by downloading the visual
studio release (community or community with extensions) from the microsoft download center. we
are always working hard to improve the tools you use. if you notice anything new or different in the

preview, we’d love to hear about it. you can find the latest information about our new features,
downloads, and support on our visual studio blog. we are excited to share that the visual studio

community, visual studio enterprise, and visual studio ultimate (32-bit and 64-bit) editions, visual
studio, visual studio team services, visual studio test professional, visual studio code, visual studio
for mac, visual studio code insiders, and visual studio enterprise insiders are now available. if you
have downloaded the visual studio community and visual studio enterprise preview versions, you
can download the visual studio ultimate (32-bit and 64-bit) preview versions from the visual studio

marketplace. 5ec8ef588b
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